Top tips for using the Near Miss Error Log (NMEL)

Ensure the NMEL sheet
is accessible to all staff for
quick easy recording
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Sumatriptan
(Imigran)
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01/07/15
Record all near miss errors
as and when they happen

Time of day

Dispensed
Staffing level
by
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2P + 1T + 1D = 2 pharmacists, 1 technician, 1 dispenser

02/07/15• 1P + 1H
A = 1 pharmacist +-1 healthcare
- assistantAzithromycin
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Record sufficient
information to help
capture/visualise the
pharmacy environment at
the time
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Omeprazole
(Losec)
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Furosemide
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near
miss*

Possible causes
(see table 1
in QRG)

Use table 1 from the logSeveral
to
pack
Q fillCounting
error‘type of
help
in sections
available
near miss’, ‘possible causes’
and ‘things to consider’

Nominate a near miss
errors lead or champion
who regulary encourages
everyone to record
the near miss errors
EVERYDAY. eg. by ensuring
that locums/temporary
staff are aware of where
the NME log is located and
how to fill it in

M
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A
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1P, 1PR

-

Option to either
2P, 1T,
record
staff involved or
RB
anonymously,
whichever
1D
your team believes will
encourage accurate
recording
1P + 1Hof ALLZBNMEs.
If anonymous, ensure still
able identify learning needs

2P, 2T

-

Action taken
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Potential
adverse
event
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(tick on
completion)

ent pack sizes

ü

Educate staff

ü

Arrange for
MCA Missing product Is there an SOP? staff to revisit
Have a team SOP
discussion

ü
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Product selected
incorrectly

Familiar with all
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to raise awareness of
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D
packaging

Products
mixed onconsequences
potential
bench and adverse effects to

ü

Warning label for Check warning
fridge line
labels available

ü
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Things to consider
(see table 1
in QRG)

the patient had the error
actually reached them

-

Chloramphenicol

M Fridge line

TR

Tamsulosin
(Flomax)

SCan Misread
Rx immediate
Training issue
record any

ZB

Salbutamol
(Ventolin
evohaler)

-

Lorazepam
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